Football Game Against Baldwin-Wallace To Entertain Alumni

Saturday, October 17, is Homecoming Day for Kenyon College. The Banner return to the Hill for this occasion will be entertained by a football game in the afternoon, and the various fraternity initiation rituals will be held that evening.

The contest in the afternoon’s contest will be Baldwin-Wallace and, since the teams seem to be fairly evenly matched, the game should be interesting and well worth seeing.

This evening will be the culmination of a most trying period for thirteen men who will at that time be received into membership in the Alpha Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta, the various fraternities on the Hill. Beta Theta Pi will initiate seven men; Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Pi five, while the rest of the national fraternities and the Alpha Sigma Society will receive four men each.

This follows the list of the pledges to be initiated, arranged by chapters:

Delta Kappa Epilson
Bernard Dall DeWeest, Jr., Shaker Heights.

Franklin Albert Hart, North Muskegon, Mich.

Henry Dennis Morden, Boston, Minn.

Egbert William Menzies, Urbana.

(Twenty-One pledges to be initiated, arranged by chapters)

Two New Professors on Hill This Year

Professor Cuffin Returns After Year of Study

The personnel of the faculty of the College remains practically intact this year; the following changes being the only ones made during the summer:

Charles M. Cuffin, Assistant Professor of English, has returned to the Hill after a year spent in graduate study at Columbia. George M. Kauffman, Professor of Philosophy, has left the country.

Charles Theodore Bauer has been appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematics at Ohio State University.

Forrest R. Keller, Assistant Professor of Economics, has been granted a leave of absence for the year 1921-22 to study at the University of Chicago. During this period Keller’s place will be taken by Russell Lancaster.

Miss Frances Robert, who has had much valuable experience in high school work, Phi Beta Kappa, Montana University’s place as Assistant Librarian. Mrs. Spencer resigned last spring.

The following article, presenting little-known details of the undergraduate life at Riverside & Hayes, should be of particular interest to enterprising men taking the Freshman Lecture Course—Editor’s note.

Now, let the story of a day in the life of a Freshman or a Sophomore be told.

The morning of a Tuesday in the month of December, 1913, was observed as a holiday by the Freshmen who were engaged in athletics work. The day was unusually cold, and the class had arranged that this day should be spent in the snow.

(Continued on Page Two)

Sixty Men Pledged in Fall Rushing

Last Thursday marked the end of the regular fall rushing period which had been moved up two weeks in order to do away with rushing before Homecoming and fraternity initiations. Rushing was a particularly serious thing this year on account of the low regulation, and the various chapters on the Hill have found the work a most trying job. Many of the men were much talk of a fire hazard in East Wing. In addition, several hundred men were pledged to one fraternity or another.

Delta Kappa Epilson looks in (Continued on Page Two)

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES

Bishop T. I. Reese, Trustee of Kenyon College, Dies After Long Illness

Bishop Hobson to Advance to Vacant Post

DIOECES

Mourns Death of Bishop-Conjulator

The Right Rev. Theodore Irving Reese, Bishop-Conjulator of Southern Ohio and one of Kenyon’s most devoted friends among those not directly associated with the College, died October 13 at his residence in Columbus. He was 89 years old. Death was due to paralysis.

While his only Kenyon alumnus also had to the twelve Boy Scouts of the College for many years. His visits to the Hill were frequent, his acquaintance and familiarity with the College was wide, and his activity in the interests of the institution was constant.

During the year preceding his death, Bishop Reese suffered two strokes. His long illness followed a nervouss breakdown superinduced by overwork, and forced him to retire from his post. But until his health failed Dr. Reese was a prolific worker in behalf of the Episcopal church, and especially of Seeley Hall.

At the 1912 commencement, when the Doctor was in inferior to the head of the Department of Physics, he was appointed upon his request by the College, Bishop Reese (Continued on Page Two)

KENYON LOSES TO ST. XAVIER IN FIRST TILT

Cincinnati Teams Surpass Every- one With Its Power

The Kenyon football squad received a severe thrashing in its first game of the season at Cincinnati where St. Xavier University was victorious by the score of 49-13. Although the Tigers have shown some improvement over the form of last year, it still could not cope with the hard-hitting offense of the opposition.

The game was played in the first half, the two teams battled even in terms of the second half was a walkover for the University, with Pennington and Brockwell scoring points on field goals. These two scored for St. Xavier. Reichen did the best work for Kenyon. However the work of the sophomores who received their college football baptism was also outstanding. Swain, Hudson, Thompson, Hobson, and Miller were in the starting line-up, Sutton, Fisk, Hildreth, Knight, Broughman, Truett, Harwood, and H. Johnson also saw service.

There were only four seniors in the game and all four scored (Continued on Page Two)
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College-trained engineers revisit the athletic field

On more than a hundred floodlighted fields, football is being played and practiced in the evening hours, before larger audiences than ever before—with fewer injuries and in better conformity with classroom duties.

This constructive revolution in athletics is largely the work of college-trained engineers. Young men personally familiar with the needs of college and school. They are dedicating the technical experience gained in the General Electric Test Department to the development of under graduate athletics—designing and installing floodlighting equipment for virtually every sport—football, baseball, hockey, tennis, and track.

Other college men in the General Electric organization have specialized in street-lighting and floodlighting projects, or in the electrical equipment of industries and mines or of immense power stations; some are designing and applying electric apparatus to propel ocean liners and locomotives. All are engaged in the planning, production, or distribution of G-E products and so are performing a work of national betterment and creating for themselves recognized symbols of personal influence.

You will be interested in Bulletin GEA-1206, "The Light that Started Sports at Night." Write for it to the nearest G-E office or to Lighting Division, General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York.

---
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"Say it with Flowers"

SHARP'S FLOWER STORE
PHONE 895
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"The Old Mabteo"
Get your tobacco and shaving from Tom Wilson and you are sure to look smooth.

ED. WUCHNER
Maker of College Men's Clothes
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Mt. Vernon
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NOT ONE OF OUR MAJESTIC USERS HAS SPENT ONE CENT FOR REPAIRS

The greatest performer of all time is waiting for you to hear it!

The whole radio world is astounded at Majestic's great international scoop—its capture of the three most sensational radio developments of the year.

The Spray-Shield Tube—Germany
Twin Power Detection—England
The "Modulated" Circuit—America

Words are powerless to describe the marvelous improvements accomplished by combining these three phenomenal developments into a single radio unit. Here, at last, is that perfection of performance all radio fans have awaited.

Majestic RCA Victor Brunswick

Get a MIDGET For Your Room
28.50, 37.50, 39.50, 44.50

Radio-Phonograph Combinations 109.00 to 995.00

MT. VERNON RADIO CO.
10 S. MAIN STREET

GAMBIER HOUR BY HOUR
By KEN GILLET

...and the hiter problem is still a problem. But he told us that Doc Lord inhabited a little home of golf the other day along with a couple of lads from Middle Ham.
No event, except that Rich fancied a golf... We're still trying to find out whether he counted that on his score or not.
It would seem that Harcourt is still in existence... And the old faithfuls of that year are still very much in attendance... Did you see our football game at Athens the other night?... If not, you missed a swell time... And a swell game... Bud Max-Mander is turning into a right now quarterback... And Dode Rock and Matt Shannon are as good as ever... Looks as if we might win a few games this year... We hear that Bud Pearson, the great idiotic man of the Millersburg Journal... Who should be quite starting news to those who knew him. Understand that most of Russ's money is spent on the romantic, but ordinary. It would seem that they grew up.
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GAMBIER HOURS BY HOUR

By KEN GILLET

We're still trying to find out whether he counted that on his score or not.

It would seem that Harcourt is still in existence... And the old faithfuls of that year are still very much in attendance... Did you see our football game at Athens the other night?... If not, you missed a swell time... And a swell game... Bud Max-Mander is turning into a right now quarterback... And Dode Rock and Matt Shannon are as good as ever...

POPULAR GAMBIER MAN SEEKING REELECTION

George Evans, purveyor of steaks extraordinary, sandwich extraordinary, and line extraordinary, writes it announced that he is seeking reelection to the position of Treasurer of the City of Gambier. George says he is for free beer, free ice, free everything except gasoline and ice. He hopes that every loyal Kenyon undergraduate will turn out and vote for him whether he be by honest means or not. This is not a political advertisement.

Ohio leads all the states in the number of colleges. It has 42. New York has 48. Pennsylvania 38, and Illinois 28.